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CBMS Accelerated Poverty Profiling 
(APP)
 The CBMS APP is composed of two (2) 

major components: 
1. Data Capture through SCAN

2. Data Transfer through SCAN and PORTAL
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Getting started

 CBMS APP requires tablets of the following 
minimum specification:
 WIFI 
 3G (optional) 
 7” 1024x600 
 Camera 
 GPS chip (not assisted GPS through the net) 
 Dual core processor 
 Android 4.1 
 USB (to connect to computer) 
 Li-Ion 4000 mAh battery (1200 hrs stand by / 40 hrs 

talk) 
 Backup charger (battery pack) 



Getting started

 In addition to tablets, a desktop to serve as 
repository of downloaded data and as a 
processing machine is required. The following 
is the recommended specification: 

Processor: Intel i5 or AMD Phenom X2

Memory: 2GB

Hard disk: 500GB

Graphics: 512MB memory

(e.g. Integrated Intel HD graphics,

NVIDIA 8600GT or ATI HD4850)

Operating System: Windows 7 64-bit

with MS Office (or OpenOffice)

Essentials: Internet connection, Monitor, Keyboard, Mouse, Printer



1. CBMS Portal

 Serves as a “hub” and repository of the data, 
form or data definitions and user credentials 
in an APP implementation

 It is the component wherein users can
create and manage user accounts and
workgroups, monitor devices, download
uploaded data, and view available forms



 CBMS Portal supports different types of users:
○ System admin
○ LGU Officer
○ Field Coordinator
○ Field Editor
○ Enumerator

 Each user is granted access to a set of features in the 
web portal and in the mobile device, as defined by a 
system admin during account creation 

 Each user is also assigned to a workgroup that is used 
to determine his/her data access coverage

1. CBMS Portal



 To open the site to CBMS PORTAL,
the user must be someone who
has been given access to the web
server under a specific workgroup
1. Open your browser and type

the following address on the
URL: cbms.dlsu.edu.ph/portal

2. The following page will appear.
Type your:
username:{lastname+initialsof
firstnames]
Password: first name
and click “Login”.

1. CBMS Portal



3.  The following main page will appear on your 
browser. 

Main 
Menu

Announcement
Window

Profile 
Box

Download
Installer

Getting Started



Home

 Main Menu – Allows access to the different 
functions in the web portal

 Announcement window – Located at the 
middle of the page

 Profile box - Displays username and 
workgroup

 Download Installer – Use for downloading 
a copy of the CBMS SCAN to your mobile 
device 



Accounts
 Accounts tab

 Provides facilities for managing the different 
user accounts in your workgroup
○ viewing the list of existing user accounts
○ adding new user accounts
 Username
 Full name
 Password
 Workgroup
 Level of Access

○ modifying the details of existing user accounts
○ enabling/disabling existing accounts



Accounts
Feature/access level Description

Access to CBMS Website
The user can login and view the CBMS 
PORTAL page.

Send form data/data 
transmission

This means that the user can send data 
from the mobile device to the CBMS 
PORTAL using his/her mobile device.

Manage user accounts

The accounts management page can 
only be accessed if the user has this 
level of access. This enables him/her to 
create new and modify existing user 
accounts in his/her workgroup.

Workgroups Management

This feature allows the user to access 
the Workgroup Management page, 
enabling him/her to create new and 
modify existing workgroups.



Accounts
Feature/access level Description

Form management

This feature allows the user to access the Form 
Management page, enabling him/her to create 
and to upload new forms (or new versions for 
existing forms) to the web server. It must be 
noted that users without this level of access can 
still view the Form Management page but will not 
be able to modify/create forms.

Data export/management

This feature allows the user to request the 
system to generate text data files from uploaded 
form data through the server’s data download 
service.

Device   
Registration/Management

This feature allows the user to access the Device 
Management page, enabling him/her to register 
new mobile devices into the system. Note that 
new devices may only be registered as long as 
the user has not exceeded the quota assigned to 
his/her workgroup.



Adding a New User Account

 To add a new 
user account, 
click on the “Add 
New User 
Account”

 The Create New 
User Account 
form will be 
displayed.



Adding a New User Account
 Perform the following: 

1. Enter a new Username which should be unique
2. Specify the Full Name of the user
3. Provide a Password, and retype Password
4. Check the Activate this account if you want this 

user account to be activated upon creation
5. Choose the Workgroup for the new user 

account
6. Choose the Area Assignment of the user 

account (optional)
7. Set the User Features or the list of levels of 

access functions that this new user will be 
allowed to access

8. Click Create New Account



Modifying an Existing User Account

 To modify the details of an 
existing user account, 
click the Edit (      ) icon 
beside the account entry

 The Edit User Account 
form will be displayed 
similar to the earlier figure

 Perform the necessary 
changes as discussed 
earlier then click “Update 
Account”

 To modify the status of an 
existing user account, 
click the Status (    )  icon 
beside the account entry.



Workgroups
 Provides facilities for managing the different workgroups 

in the system
 viewing the list of existing workgroups
 adding new workgroups

○ Workgroup Name
○ Workgroup Description
○ Device Registration Quota
○ Quota Expiration days
○ Parent Workgroup

 modifying the details of existing workgroups

 A workgroup is organized as a hierarchy



Workgroups

All users 
belonging to 
a workgroup 
that is found 
at the top of 
the hierarchy 
has access 

to all the 
data of the 
workgroup 
under it.



Adding a New Workgroup

 In creating new workgroup, the following are 
required:

1. Workgroup Name
2. Workgroup Description
3. Device Registration Quota
4. Quota Expiration days
5. Parent Workgroup



Modifying an Existing Workgroup

 To modify the details of an existing 
workgroup, click (     ) beside the 
workgroup name

 You can only modify the details of the 
workgroup where you belong, as well as 
those workgroups below your workgroup



Devices
 Provides facilities for tracking the different 

mobile devices used for collecting community 
data
 viewing the list of existing registered devices
 assigning devices to workgroups
 viewing device assignment history
 viewing scan data submission logs

 Only registered devices can be used to send 
data to the portal and to download mobile forms 
from the portal

 Devices cannot be registered through the 
CBMS PORTAL, but instead, through the CBMS 
SCAN mobile data collection application



Devices
 It shows an example 

of list of devices 
registered. 

 It contains serial 
number or device 
ID, date registered, 
user who registered 
the device and 
workgroup 
assignment. 

Device management



Devices

 There are “actions” that can be done for 
each device
 To change the assignment of an existing 

registered device to another workgroup, 
click the “Device Reassignment”           
beside the entry of the device to be 
reassigned

 Select the new workgroup where the 
device will be deployed



Devices
 Use the “Device 

Form Log”        icon 
to view the history 
list of forms 
downloaded to this 
device

 Use the “Device 
Reassignment Log”  
icon to view the 
history list of device 
assignment



2. CBMS SCAN

 Getting started and installation
 Before you start, prepare your android 

device and familiarize with it. 
 Bulk of the learning will depend on how you 

know your device. 
 Make sure it is updated and ready to install 

and run additional application. 
 Also, you must allow CBMS SCAN to be 

installed.



Getting started and installation

 Since CBMS SCAN is a non-market 
application and not posted on Google Play, 
you must enable installation from unknown 
sources. You can do this by checking 
Settings Security Unknown 
sources. 



Getting started and installation

 Now, to install CBMS SCAN on your device:
1. Get the android application package 

(called APK) from CBMS PORTAL. You can 
use the built-in browser of your android 
device. It can be alternatively sent to you 
by your team leaders/coordinators through 
email or manually via SD card. 

2. Go to the path where you downloaded the 
SCAN.apk by using “My Files” or any file 
manager application of your tablet and 
screen tap it. 



Getting started and installation

3. A menu will pop-up 
asking whether to 
allow the device to 
access certain 
features of the 
device. Screen tap 
“Allow”. 

4. After installation, 
either click “Open” or 
browse your 
applications and look 
for CBMS SCAN. 



Device registration

 For first time installation: 
1. Enter the PORTAL IP Address or URL 

cbms.dlsu.edu.ph. 
2. Enter your username. 
3. Enter your password. 
4. Screen tap “Register Device”. 



Logging  in
 Enter Credentials (valid username and password)

 Select Login to Server or Login Locally
Login to server - allows you to login to the device 
and to the web portal.
Login locally - allows you to login to the device only. 
Use this option if you do not have Internet 
connection, or if you do not need to access or to 
submit anything to the web portal.

 You have to download the forms assigned to your 
workgroup to your mobile device before you can 
perform any data collection activities.



Getting/updating forms
 Donwload the form by clicking Downloadable forms

 Screen tap “Download” and a progress dialog will pop-up 
indicating SCAN is communicating with the server. 

 Once the form has been successfully downloaded to your 
device, the “Download” button will become disabled.

 If you repeat the same process above (i.e., try to re-
download the form), the “Update to Latest Version” will be 
displayed instead of “Download” to allow you to get the 
latest version of the specific form. This would be useful in 
the future when there are changes in the definition in the 
questionnaire/form.



Navigating the application
 Select form. This list allows you to select the type of 

form that you will use to collect data. Only those 
forms assigned to your workgroup and that you 
have downloaded from the web portal will be 
included in the list. If there are missing forms, just 
perform the download form operation again through 
the Administrator Tools function. 

 Create New Form. You use this option to start a 
new data collection process. 

 View Existing Forms. You use this option to view 
the list of existing scans and open them for further 
editing. 

 Send Data. You use this option to submit completed 
scan data to the server. 

 Administrator Tools. You use this option to access 
the different administrator tools available in the 
mobile device. 

 Logout
*Note that you can only reach this page if your device 

has been properly registered.



Creating and editing interview forms

 You use the CBMS SCAN installed in your 
mobile device to collect community and 
household data. It provides access to mobile 
forms you downloaded from the CBMS PORTAL. 

 These forms are used by authorized field 
personnel to collect new data, to modify existing 
data, and to validate completed interviews. 

 Validated data can then be uploaded to the 
PORTAL using the Data Transfer.



Basic interface of the form

 Navigation
 A form is subdivided into multiple pages. The page 

nu
 mber is found at the bottom of each page. 
 You can use the previous and next icons beside the 

page number                       to go to the previous or 
to the next page, respectively. You can also swipe
left and right to move through the pages. 

 You can jump to a different page by using the 
“Outline”      icon that is found in all of the pages. You 
can swipe up and down to scroll through the items in 
a lengthy page.



Basic interface of the form

 Quick Functions 
When you click the 
“Outline” icon or 
“Back” button of 
Android, the following 
options are made 
available:

1. Notes. This icon 
provides you with 
a scratch space 
where you can 
jot down notes.



2. View Outline. 
This function 
displays the 
tiles or names 
of the pages 
that you can 
jump to.

3. Save and 
Continue. 

4. Save and Exit. 
5. Exit without 

Saving. 
6. Back. 



Basic interface of the form

 Dependent fields and questions
 As discussed earlier, SCAN takes care of 

skipping mechanisms through evaluating 
relevant questions. 

 Instead of disabling the fields, SCAN hides the 
irrelevant field so the you can focus only on 
questions that are needed. 

 Another typical type of dependent field is 
“others”. If you select this, SCAN will show 
the text field wherein the description of other 
type should be keyed in.



Basic interface of the form

 Required and constraints
 As added validation and enhancement 

of data quality, required fields are 
enforced and constraints on fields are 
also embedded.



Basic interface of the form

 Translations
 Whenever available, each question is 

translated. The first line/s with larger font is the 
“primary” question:

 While the one after with smaller font is the 
translated question:
 Question: What is your household’s main 

source of drinking water? 
 Question: Ano ang pinagkukunan ng tubig

na inumin ng sambahayan? 



Basic user input controls of the form

 Forms in SCAN uses 
different user interface 
controls and buttons to 
allow you to enter the 
data that you have 
collected from the 
respondent. These 
controls are as follows:
1. Dropdown listbox

When you screen tap
on this control, you 
can select answers 
from items in the 
given list. See the 
following example:

○



2. Search list
○ A modified version of 

the dropdown list 
wherein choices can 
be searched. The list 
narrows down to the 
most relevant items 
based on the typed 
keyword. 

3. Option (radio) buttons.

4. Date and Time entry
Displays the current date 
and time. An example is 
the date and time of 
interview.



5. Multiple entries Some 
items in the scan allow 
you to specify multiple 
entries. 

○ For example, after 
inputting the number of 
members in the 
household, SCAN will 
automatically generate 
“separate” forms 
(consequently 
differently numbered 
pages), one for each 
member based on the 
numeric value that you 
have provided. 

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL



8. Global Positioning 
System (GPS) 
Coordinates

○ As discussed, SCAN
features integrated 
GPS. When “Search” 
button is screen 
tapped, CBMS SCAN
communicates with 
Android system and 
locks in GPS 
coordinates. 



Data

 The Data option in the main menu 
provides facilities to extract scan data 
from the web portal and send these in 
CSV format to the requesting local 
government unit

 Note that the requesting user is only 
allowed access to data for forms that are 
associated to their workgroup



Data

 The list of requests 
for data 
exportation is 
shown, including 
the date of 
request, the 
workgroup where 
the data 
originated, the 
name of the form 
used in collecting 
the data, the status 
of the request, and 
a download iconData management page



Data

 To request for data to be downloaded, 
click the “Request Export Data” link. The 
Request for Data to be exported form as 
shown below will be displayed:

Forms/questionnaires page 



Data
 Select the name of the Form 

used to collect the data to be 
extracted. 

 Specify the Date Range or 
period when the data were 
collected from the community. 
A calendar control box will 
appear to assist the user in 
selecting the range. 

 Specify the Workgroup or the 
scope of data coverage to be 
included in the extraction. Note 
that only those data in your 
workgroup and your sub-
workgroup will be available to 
you. 

 Click “Submit”. 

CBMS HPQ activities sample 



Data

 You will see your request in the list of data 
extraction requests in the Data Management 
page, with the status “Processing”

 Once the status has changed to “Done 
Exporting”, click the “Download”         icon to 
receive a zipped copy containing CSV files of 
the data you requested

 Note that the waiting time until “Processing” is 
finished depends on the scope/size of the data 
being requested



Processing data using 
CBMS Statsim Pro 6.0



CBMS StatSimPro 6.0

 StatSim is a MySQL application 
developed to simulate simple 
computations and tabulations usually 
done using statistical software or other 
tabulation applications, and to export 
indicators for use in dissemination such 
as tables and maps. 



 Technical descriptions:
 Development Language: C++
 Backend (Database): MySQL Server, ODBC
 License: CBMS Public domain (initially)
 Platform: Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, Vista, Win7, WIn8

 StatSim development is done using C++—the most 
popular and widely used computer language in software 
development.

 Uses MySQL Server as the primary database due to 
following reasons
 It has features that are very useful to the CBMS database
 It is free
 It has larger capacity: more than 3000 columns and terabyte 

capacity of tables
 Proven power (Yahoo!’s server is MySQL)

CBMS StatSimPro 6.0



 Importing from ASCII and CSV given a data dictionary
 Geolevel-oriented (Region, Province, Municipality, Village) 

generation of reports and tables
 Automatically-generated tables for 13+1 CBMS core 

indicators
 CBMS Composite Index
 MDGs
 Other Key Indicators
 Climate change-related indicators

 Custom tables and queries using SQL interface
 Listings and case reports

Features and Functions



Features and Functions

 STATSIM is also a customized application for a 
specific CBMS questionnaire version thus all 
information contained in questionnaire can be 
derived and processed for the LGU. Each 
questionnaire is differentiated by the HPQ version 
number. 



Process in Generating Data

 Install StatSimPro 6.0
 Create Database
 Configure Database
 Select data dictionary (varies depending 

on the questionnaire version)
 Import data (Select .can)
 Process data (select levels to process)
 Export data



Generated Tables



CBMS Poverty Mapping 
using Q-GIS



Poverty mapping
 The ultimate objective of CBMS is to provide useful data for 

evidence-based policy making and plan formulation for decision 
makers

 Although processed information (e.g. indicators, proportions, 
etc.) in table format can be easily interpreted but data shown in 
maps offers a wide array of information both for quick decisions 
and further analysis

 Poverty mapping is the spatial representation and analysis of 
wellbeing and poverty indicators. 

 Poverty mapping through the use of geographic information 
systems (GIS) has been a vital tool in the use and analysis of 
CBMS data



 Easy comparison across geographic levels

Sibagat
45.6

Talacogon
51.5

Esperanza
21.6

Bunawan
41.6

San Luis
37.5

Trento
50.6

Loreto
45.6

Rosario
14.8

Sta. Josefa
36.6

La Paz
59.7

Veruela
47.4

San Francisco
17.0

Prosperidad
40.5

Bayugan
33.5

Proportion of households without access to safe 
water supply, by municipality,

Province of Agusan del Sur, 2005

Source of data: 
CBMS Survey, 2005

Uses of Poverty Mapping

Green: significantly below provincial data
Light green: below provincial data
Pink: above provincial data
Red: significantly above provincial data

Green: significantly below provincial data
Light green: below provincial data
Pink: above provincial data
Red: significantly above provincial data



Proportion of children aged 0-5 
years old who are malnourished,  

by Village 
Province of Marinduque, 2005

 Easily understood by laymen

Uses of Poverty Mapping



 Easily understood by laymen

Proportion of children aged 0-5 years old who are 
malnourished,  by Village 

Province of Marinduque, 2005

Uses of Poverty Mapping



To show which Sub-Villages are
performing better or worse than the others,
we always use the following color scheme:
shades of blue. That is, the darker the
shade of blue, the better the situation of the
Sub-Village vis-à-vis the indicator.

At the household level:
Green dots  represent households
performing better than other
households for a particular indicator
while
Red dots represent households worse
than other households

Proportion and location of households with 
access to sanitary toilet facilities
Brgy. Sta Cruz, Labo, Camarines Norte, 2003

Sub-Village 1

Sub-Village 2

Sub-Village 3

Sub-Village 4

CBMS Database and Poverty Mapping
 Use of color-coded maps in analysis of the CBMS data that 

makes it simpler for LCEs and program implementers to 
use



 Displaying different dimensions of poverty  
simultaneously

Brgy Pob 2 

Leyte Gulf

Brgy Pob 3 

Brgy Pob 4 

Village 
San Miguel

Sub-Village 2
5.3

Sub-Village 1
17.2

Sub-Village 3
11.6

Sub-Village 4
32.7

Location of households by poverty status 
and access to philhealth, Brgy. Poblacion 
5, Balangiga, Eastern Samar, 2005

Source of data: 
CBMS Survey, 2005

CBMS Database and Poverty Mapping



 Selecting and designing interventions

Proportion of households with access to safe 
water supply, Municipality of Sta. Elena, 
Camarines Norte, 2003

CBMS Database and Poverty Mapping



Quantum GIS (QGIS)
 A user friendly Open Source Geographic 

Information System (GIS) 

 Licensed under the GNU General Public 
License. 

 Official project of the Open Source 
Geospatial Foundation (OSGeo)

 Runs on Linux, Unix, Mac OSX, Windows
Source: www.qgis.org



Features
 Provides a facility for storing a wide array of 

information generated from the conduct of a CBMS 
Census

 One of its key features is that it can be used to 
generate desired information for presentation or 
reporting purposes in the form of digitized maps

 It is an open source software, which can be used and 
distributed at NO cost

Source: www.qgis.org



Quantum GIS (QGIS)



Poverty map on a Google Map



Partnership for Economic Policy (PEP) Asia
Community-based Monitoring System (CBMS) Network Office

DLSU Angelo King Institute for Economic and Business Studies
10th Floor Angelo King International Center

Estrada corner Arellano Avenue, Malate, Manila, Philippines 1004
Tel. No.: (632) 5262067

Fax Number: (632) 5262067
Website: http://pep-net.org

Email: cbms.network@gmail.com
Facebook Page: http://facebook.com/CBMSPhilippines

Facebook Interactive Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/CBMSNetwork/


